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T A N Z A N I A

TROUBLED WATER
The invisible enemy 

of a Tanzanian paradise



Mouth of the Pangani river. Fishermen on their way to the Indian Ocean.



At the mouth of the Pangani river, in Tanzania, global warming is something quite real: you can 
literally drink it. The Indian Ocean is rising from decades, siphoning away fresh water and leaking 
salt water into aquifers and wells. Now this process is speeding up: a liter of water collected from 
the river may contain up to 2,000 milligrams of total dissolved solids (TDS), when the acceptable 
value for safe fresh water, according to World Health Organisation, should not exceed 800 milligrams. 
Even the taste is bad but locals, mostly fishermen, drink it slowly like a bad, dangerous medicine 
and, more and more often, they found themselves at the hospital with dehydration problems due to the 
contamination of the aquifers.
The government has set its own parameters to define fresh water, but invites the locals to move from 
the area and to go living further inland. Grudge and conflicts are growing in the town of Pangani and 
in the river area, anyway, as in the inland a fisherman can’t do his job, farmers and livestock keepers 
have their water-related problems too: many of them simple can’t afford to move away and the idea to 
build barriers to protect the wells from salty water is not yet on its way because no funds seem to 
be available.
The town of Pangani looks like a paradise, with palms and a slow pace life, but the ocean water already 
pushed crocodiles far from the mouth of the river, and the sand now shows the colours and a brightness 
that the elderlies do not recognise anymore – there’s a growing amount of minerals in the soil. There’s 
an invisible enemy going around in this beautiful side of the African coast, giving signs of its 
presence that few can read but which everyone started to hate. 



Two piki piki (the African motorcycle taxis) waiting for some clients.   A young man in town. 



The Pangani ferry-boat connecting the two river banks. It’s used mainly by residents and street traders.



A palm leave on a bank of the river. Since fishing is experiencing a deep 
crisis, the coconut industry is today the main activity in the area. A kid selling boiled eggs along the river.



A class in the Pangani school.



A kid resting by the river. Mouth of the Pangani river.



A group of kids watching a football game.



A man holding what’s left of a hippo. Crocodiles and hippos were commonly 
present in the mouth of the river but now, because of the growing salinity 
of river’s water, they moved far from the mouth or, rarely, swim deeper.

A girl playing in a village north of the mouth of the river. The kids 
living in the villages around the town of Pangani do not go to school.



A farmer having a break sit on a pile of coconuts.



Inside the office of the priest of the church of Pangani. 
The town hosts both Christian and Muslim communities. A man in his house reading a book.



A group of women singing during the holy Mass.



A young man in town. Mouth of the Pangani river. fishermen leaving for some night fishing.



A girl moving a boat from the water.



A man resting under a tree on the river bank. Three men having a break from their work in a coconut field.



A woman collecting water from the river. This water is brackish, but those living along the river keep on drinking it as they have no alternatives.



Two kids studying at home. One of the street of the village.



Workers loading sacks full of coconut.



A woman collecting water in a lonely village along the river. 
The water is salty for many kilometres from the mouth of the river up, 
as the ocean seeps in. Haircuts on the bank of the river.



Two women and a baby boy in a small village along the river.



Fixing a car.
A view of the mouth of the river. The puddles created by the high tide 

are source of fresh water for the people living in the area.



The village’s schoolyard.



A young Muslim man. A young fisherman sewing one of his nets.



Three fishermen going home after their workday on the river.



A kid holding a crab he just caught in the swamps along the river. A kid fishing in the swamp along the river in the mangrove wood.



A fisherman going back home after a workday on the river.



Two fishermen on the river bank. Checking the nets before fishing in a village along the river.



The river is infested by jellyfish dragged by the ocean currents, making quite difficult to enter the water and avoid their stings.



A young man waiting for his turn to play billiard in a bar of the town. A view of the town from the river.



A group of piki piki and other workers crossing the river on the only ferry-boat of the mouth area.



A DVD and audio CD shop. Brother and sister in their house.



Watching the tv outside a bar in town.



A kid on a bank of the river. Mangrove at sunset along the river.
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